Shen HuaJun
She is learning to read and increasing her vocabulary! This girl always has a smile ready and is
brought to laughter after almost any comment, she loves to color and listen to music. HuaJun
can understand Chinese and English and is improving all the time in her ability to speak more
clearly and dialogue with those around her!

Shen JiaYu (Nov11th,2006)
Jia Yu is 7 years old. She always has a smile for those who take time to talk and play with
her. She likes to be helped to play with toys such as a hand puppet, listen to and look at a
picture books or activate toys that make noise. One of her favorites is a toy duck that chimes
each time she moves it with her hand. Even when she cannot play with a toy herself, she likes
to watch others make toys work. She loves to be held! She relaxes when given a
massage. Because her physical skills are very limited by cerebral palsy, Jia Yu is dependent on
adults to provide all her care. Although she is small for her age, she has grown much taller over
the past year.

Shen JunTong(April11th,2006
Jun Tong has cerebral palsy and frequent seizures. She is 8 years old. Because she has grown
so much over the past year, she has almost outgrown the special wheelchair she uses. She
requires assistance in all areas of care. She is always happy to receive attention whether it is a
massage from the massage therapist, or a visitor, volunteer or staff holding her or talking with
her.

Shen TongFan(Sep,30,2007)
Tong Fan is 8 years old. She is able to sit in a wheelchair without extra support, but cannot
walk or feed herself. She enjoys watching the activities around her, and, of course, really likes
it when someone gives her their undivided attention. She enjoys being taken for a ride in her
wheelchair, either down the hall to another room or outside when the weather is warm
enough. Tong Fan is beginning to use the gait trainer to be in a standing position.

Shen ZhiLei(Sep.9th, 2006) He was born with brittle bone. He is very smart. He used to live with
other orphans at the orphanage. We were able to get a permission from Primary school near by
Elaine and Migyeong’ s home in Oct. 2013. So, he moved to the Apartment where LuPing,
LiangLiang and YongEn(Sam) live. Teachers at school love so much and proud of him. He is doing
very good at school. We hope that he is able to be adopted by family

